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Abstract 

 
As an element of the updating process of the legal framework on radiological safety in Cuba, 
a new rule was put into force; the “Radiological Basic Safety Standards” (RBSS) in January 
2002. 

Five years after the application of these new safety requirements, it was considered 
appropriate to assess the effectiveness of its implementation. Therefore, in this work the 
authors analysed the outcomes of the regulatory inspections conducted in this period upon 
medical and industrial practices in a sample of facilities representative of those with the 
highest radiological risks in the territory under supervision of a Territorial Delegation of the 
Nuclear Regulatory Authority.  

For better understanding of this presentation, a summary explanation of the structure of the 
rule is given in its introduction. 

The work was to identify for each deficiency, or finding, or counter-measure; out of the 
relevant inspections; the corresponding requirement/Article of the RBSS that shows 
difficulties in implementation.   

For each installation an analysis is made with regard to the relevant articles difficult to 
implement. Finally, the appraisal is shown separately for the medical practice, and for the 
industrial practice, and also in general for the whole sample of installations under review. 

The study showed that the implementation of the Standards has been satisfactory and uniform 
in the practices under review. So far it seems that there have not been major difficulties with 
the implementation of the Titles; III “On Intervention”, IV “Dose Limits”, as well as with the 
Especial, Final, and Transitory Dispositions. On the other hand, it is shown there is a need for 
continued work only with regard to the implementation of the requirements in Section IV 
“Verification of Safety” and in Section V “On the responsibilities with regard to occupational 
exposure” in Chapter III Title I, and correspondingly  in Chapter II “Occupational Exposure” 
in Title II. 

It is recommended to conduct this kind of studies with appropriate periodicity on a greater 
sample of installations, and use their findings in adequately planning and adjusting the 
regulatory efforts as a system, enhancing, and disseminating, this feedback from the 
operational experience at all relevant levels nationwide. 
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